Confluence Education Program

Confluence in the Classroom & Outdoors

Confluence Education Programs work together to plant seeds of knowledge for both students and educators, as they experience learning through a broader and more inclusive approach to history and contemporary Indigenous existence.

Confluence in the Classroom and Outdoors connects students and educators with Native Educators and Artists who work through Indigenous Knowledge Systems to provide opportunities to learn and grow connections to Native Peoples, places, and systems through Native voices.

Confluence Professional Development

Confluence Professional Development Cohorts provide workshop opportunities for educators to align with Indigenous curriculum, learn through Native voices, and strengthen understanding and skills alongside their peers.

The Confluence Learning Community works with educators who want to deepen their connections and relationships with Indigenous Knowledge Systems. This community will grow and share opportunities to cultivate learning alongside Native voices through workshops, peer sharing and mentorship, as well as ongoing growth opportunities with Native Educators and Artists.

contact:
heather@confluenceproject.org
confluenceproject.org